O p s C e n t r e

Post Covid-19

Pandemic
Review
2020 Challenges

Business Review

Technology Review

The Covid-19 Pandemic has

Have you considered the new

Given the rapid migration of staff

brought unprecedented change

ways of working and evolving

from corporate offices to working

across countries, industries and

business models, such as:

from home, technology changes

businesses; forcing them to fast-

• New-era Risks and Operations

should also be reviewed, including:

Resilience Analysis?

track years of strategic,
operational and technology
planning within weeks or months.
Even if you already had a

experience has likely been costly,
unstructured and chaotic. Before
the corporate knowledge that
has been amassed in 2020 is
forgotten forever, it should be
captured and recorded via an
interim Post-Pandemic Review.
Emergency Management Plans,
Business Strategies, Continuity
Plans, Pandemic Response Plans,
Communications and Technology
Plans need to be updated;
followed by Training & Awareness
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criticality and responses?
• New legislation and

Pandemic Plan in place, the

programs for your staff.

• Changes in business processes,

compliance requirements
• Working from home
arrangements?
• Communications and
collaboration methods ?
• Pandemic-specific
considerations?
• Insurance Considerations
Corporate Policies also need

• Cloud Computing
• Applications deployed in response
to Covid-19
• Data & Voice Communications
• Remote Working IT infrastructure,
Security & Processes
• IT Asset Management
• Cyber Security
• Adequacy of Software Licensing
• Data Resilience, Backup &
Archiving
Every businesses suffered in 2020,
don’t let your investment in

updating, relating to:

Corporate Strategy, Operations &

• Legislation and Compliance

Information Technologies become a

• Workplace Health & Safety

distant memory before 2021arrives.

• Business & Personal Travel
• Pandemic-related expenses
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Need to know more? Call or email us.
1300-BCPLAN or info@opscentre.com

opscentre
your trusted advisor

